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With 2021 behind us, we are looking to the future with excitement and optimism. 
Delta Apparel is and always will be obsessed with providing our customers with 
industry leading quality, unrivaled value and customer service guaranteed to exceed 
their expectations.  

The newly introduced Platinum Collection is our most luxurious collection to date. 
A cut-above our essentials collection, this collection adds a fresh and fashionable 
edge to Delta Apparel’s historic quality.

Our core products, the Delta Pro Weight and Magnum Weight t-shirts, make the 
perfect canvas for screen printing. These wildly popular tees are a huge part of 
the Delta heritage and remain our best selling product. We also provide innovative 
products like our Delta Dri, Ringspun, Delta Soft and Fleece lines which all provide 
our customers with high quality garments for a value price. 

Soffe provides our customers with a vast selection of athletic wear, including 
Intensity by Soffe. From dance to team sports, comfortable basics and workout 
gear, the beloved Soffe brand consistently delivers the best activewear apparel 
in the industry.

In 2022, Delta Apparel will continue to improve and expand on our assortment 
of products. We are excited to bring you new products from our existing brand 
partners, as well as usher in our newest brand, Perry Ellis, which will introduce fresh 
business casual polos and more to our extensive catalog. 

Along with these collections, Delta Apparel also partners with Callaway, Original 
Penguin, Burnside, Dri Duck, Outdoor Cap and Liberty Bags to ensure we remain 
your one-stop solution for apparel and accessory needs. All products can be 
purchased by the piece, allowing you to buy exactly what you need.

We look forward to 2022 learning how we can become a larger partner in your 
business. Thank you for your continued support of Delta Apparel! We always want 
to earn your business.

Delta Apparel
Your Lifestyle. Fit to a Tee.
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PLATINUM

P515S

P910T



PLATINUM

PLATINUM

After decades of being your source for casual and sport basics done right, we’re continuing to 
expand with our most luxurious collection to date - the Platinum Collection. A cut-above our essentials 
collection, this collection adds a fresh and fashionable edge to Delta Apparel’s historic quality. For the 
style-aware wearer, the Platinum Collection is truly a must have. 

Full PLATINUM Collection
Shown at deltaapparel.com
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P508T

P602T
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PLATINUM

The newest collection from Delta 
Apparel, the Platinum Collection, 
seeks to bring an energetic and 
fashion-forward alternative to the 
market. This collection includes our 
softest, highest end fabrications to 
date. CVC and Tri-blend are created 
for those who want to bring a new 
level of remarkable quality to 
their customers.

Full PLATINUM Collection
Shown at deltaapparel.com

P916J

P505C

P601
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P507T
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DELTA APPAREL

Our core products feature the Delta Pro Weight and Magnum Weight t-shirts which offer a diverse 
selection of mid-weight and heavier-weight, 100% cotton fabrics. Our widely popular blank t-shirts 

provide the perfect canvas for screen printing and promotional product companies and are a huge part 
of the Delta heritage. We also provide innovative products like our Delta Dri, Ringspun, Delta Soft and 

Fleece line which all provide our customers with quality garments at a great value.

Full DELTA APPAREL Collection
Shown at deltaapparel.com

12601 61748

9910014300

14900



DELTA
APPAREL
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11600L
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SOFFE

M037 5707V 081V
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SOFFE

Born from a love of physical 
movement with matched comfort, 
our activewear is designed to 
provide core basics for any sport 
or activity. Most known for our 
popular cheer shorts, our brand has 
expanded to offer athleisure apparel 
for ladies, men and children.

Full SOFFE Collection
Shown at deltaapparel.com

SOFFE
3265Y

3245Y

1210V

1110V
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MIL ITARY

Soffe’s legacy began in 1946, as a distributor to Military exchanges. Designed to serve the All-American soldier, our military 
apparel is tough, durable and dependable. Soffe outfits the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, and Coast Guard. If you’re looking 

for gear that will help you overcome any obstacle you encounter, Soffe gear is made for you.

Full SOFFE MILITARY Collection
Shown at deltaapparel.com

MILITARY

1535MU

1017MU

M290

M805

M875

031M
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INTENSITY  BY  SOFFE

Soffe is proud to offer Intensity, a game-ready combination of comfort, style and performance.
Our designers are obsessed about creating gear that won’t distract you from your game. Built for the 

relentless female athlete who understands that a team uniform is so much more than clothes. 

Full SOFFE INTENSITY Collection
Shown at deltaapparel.com

INTENSITYMILITARY

G414W N5010W
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OGM0F3

ORIGINAL
PENGUIN
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ORIG INAL  PENGUIN

Original Penguin embodies a mix of 
iconic American sportswear with 
modern minded style; resulting in 
a diverse range of products for 
a full lifestyle brand. The Original 
Penguin collection offers a variety 
of athletic pieces for men and 
women including the celebrated 
Earl Golf Polo.  

Full ORIGINAL PENGUIN Collection
Shown at deltaapparel.com

OGW0B9

OGKSA092

OGKSA099

ORIGINAL
PENGUIN
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CALLAWAY

CGW773CGM774
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CALLAWAY
CALLAWAY

Innovative. Performance-Driven. Authentic. 
Callaway Apparel celebrates golf’s rich heritage by 
creating the ultimate combination of classic styling 

and technically advanced construction. The Callaway 
Collection offers quality, performance, and functionality 

to keep you confident on the green or in the office.

Full CALLAWAY Collection
Shown at deltaapparel.com

CGW780

CGH146

CGM776
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PERRY 
ELLIS

PEW107

PEM103

PEW105

PEM100

NEW
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PERRY ELL IS

Perry Ellis is the man who broke the rules and redefined American sportswear. Ellis focused on creating fresh 
yet timeless pieces for every man. Fast forward to today, the Perry Ellis brand aspires to enhance the lives of 

men and women, across work, play and family - giving you the confidence to go anywhere and do anything.

Full PERRY ELLIS Collection
Shown at deltaapparel.com

PEW108

PEM104



BURNSIDE 
Remarkable outdoor wear for those who 
enjoy life in the wild. Burnside's line of 
cool weather gear includes classic flannel 
shirts, camo hoodies, fleece joggers, 
puffer jackets and sherpa pullovers. 
Wherever the outdoors lead, Burnside’s 
activewear has you covered.

Full BURNSIDE Collection
Shown at deltaapparel.com BURNSIDE

5210

8210

3901
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BURNSIDE

5200

9754
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BLACK TOBACCO

DRI DUCK

FIELD KHAKI

5020
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DRI  DUCK

Dri Duck crafts gear built to stay durable and comfortable for work or exploration, 
during the harshest conditions. Unlike others, Dri Duck guarantees stiff-free 
products - this means no more hard, tense workwear. Made from proprietary 
fabrics like Boulder Cloth canvas, Dri Duck’s fabrics move with you as you work.

Full DRI DUCK Collection
Shown at deltaapparel.com

TOBACCO

FIELD KHAKI

DRI DUCK

5028
9439

5350
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OUTDOOR CAP

Outdoor Cap is an industry leader in headwear for sports teams, promotional products and 
retail markets. With over 45 years of experience and thousands of designs they continue to 

push forward and offer styles that match today’s trends and retail fashion.  

Full OUTDOOR CAP Collection
Shown at deltaapparel.com

OUTDOOR 
CAP

OC771
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KN-400 OC771

350

FWT-130

MOSSY OAK®

BLAZE™

CHARCOAL
NEON ORANGE

KRYPTEK®

TYPHON™
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LIBERTY BAGS

L IBERTY BAGS

Liberty Bags’ mission is to deliver top quality products for any occasion. 
An industry leader of imprintable products in the United States. More than just 

bags, their collection includes totes, duffels, aprons, koozies, and more.  

Full LIBERTY BAGS Collection 
Shown at deltaapparel.com

8502 8881
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LIBERTY BAGS

5505

FT001

8502

2250

1726



800 285 4456
www.deltaapparel.com                     


